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This volume has been written by the editors of Fundamentals of Anaesthesia: 2nd Edition and The Clinical Anaesthesia Viva Book, two best-selling GMM titles for trainee
anaesthetists. As well as the usual QBase features that allow candidates to practice, mark, resit and infinitely customise MCQ examinations using the free QBase CD-ROM, this
volume has the added value of being cross-referenced throughout to 'Fundamentals of Anaesthesia: 2nd Edition'.
Single Best Answer (SBA) examinations are an increasingly popular means of testing medical students and those undertaking postgraduate qualifications in a number of subject
areas. Written by a final year medical student, junior doctors and experienced clinicians, 500 Single Best Answers in Medicine provides invaluable guidance from authors who
unde
Introduction to Data Science: Data Analysis and Prediction Algorithms with R introduces concepts and skills that can help you tackle real-world data analysis challenges. It covers
concepts from probability, statistical inference, linear regression, and machine learning. It also helps you develop skills such as R programming, data wrangling, data
visualization, predictive algorithm building, file organization with UNIX/Linux shell, version control with Git and GitHub, and reproducible document preparation. This book is a
textbook for a first course in data science. No previous knowledge of R is necessary, although some experience with programming may be helpful. The book is divided into six
parts: R, data visualization, statistics with R, data wrangling, machine learning, and productivity tools. Each part has several chapters meant to be presented as one lecture. The
author uses motivating case studies that realistically mimic a data scientist’s experience. He starts by asking specific questions and answers these through data analysis so
concepts are learned as a means to answering the questions. Examples of the case studies included are: US murder rates by state, self-reported student heights, trends in world
health and economics, the impact of vaccines on infectious disease rates, the financial crisis of 2007-2008, election forecasting, building a baseball team, image processing of
hand-written digits, and movie recommendation systems. The statistical concepts used to answer the case study questions are only briefly introduced, so complementing with a
probability and statistics textbook is highly recommended for in-depth understanding of these concepts. If you read and understand the chapters and complete the exercises, you
will be prepared to learn the more advanced concepts and skills needed to become an expert.
This book contains critical background information, and recent advances made in essentially all areas of islet research. It is a major reference book, the first of its kind, for islet
researchers, and diabetes researchers. Anybody, including the experts, and the beginners, interested in the study of islet physiology, and diabetes, will find this book extremely
useful. The book is robust in its breadth: it deals with anatomy, histology, ultra-structure, evolution and comparative anatomy, imaging, developmental biology, programming,
apoptosis, mitochondrial function, metabolism, cellular signaling, electrophysiology, oscillation of hormone secretion, islets of model animals, immunology, proteomics,
regenerative medicine, clinical advances, and islet transplantation. Individual chapters contributed by a large number of experts and enthusiasts, not only provide a balanced view
of the recent advances made in the respective fields, but also provide directions and thoughts for future research. Thanks to vivid and colorful illustrations, tables and sketches,
the book as a whole, and the individual chapters make reading a pleasant experience. If you are interested in diabetes research, you will love to have a personal copy of this
book.
Get up to speed on Git for tracking, branching, merging, and managing code revisions. Through a series of step-by-step tutorials, this practical guide takes you quickly from Git
fundamentals to advanced techniques, and provides friendly yet rigorous advice for navigating the many functions of this open source version control system. This thoroughly
revised edition also includes tips for manipulating trees, extended coverage of the reflog and stash, and a complete introduction to the GitHub repository. Git lets you manage
code development in a virtually endless variety of ways, once you understand how to harness the system’s flexibility. This book shows you how. Learn how to use Git for several
real-world development scenarios Gain insight into Git’s common-use cases, initial tasks, and basic functions Use the system for both centralized and distributed version control
Learn how to manage merges, conflicts, patches, and diffs Apply advanced techniques such as rebasing, hooks, and ways to handle submodules Interact with Subversion (SVN)
repositories—including SVN to Git conversions Navigate, use, and contribute to open source projects though GitHub
This title is now available under ISBN 9780702044632. This 12th edition of Human Nutrition has been fully updated by a renowned team of international experts to ensure to
ensure authoritative content and a global perspective. It provides a comprehensive resource for all those in the field of nutrition and other health sciences. Comprehensive
coverage of nutrition in one, concise volume with additional material and interactive exercises on website. A similar logical chapter structure throughout and textbook features in
each chapter - learning objectives, key point summaries and text boxes - facilitate learning and revision. Incorporates latest research, for example on organic foods and
sustainable agriculture. Team of contributors of international repute from 11 countries guarantees authoritative text. New chapter on dietary reference values N New section on
electrolytes and water balance Expanded section on HIV Website: updating between editions online-only chapters on food commodities, e.g. cereals, vegetables and fruit, meat,
fish, egg, milk and milk products online examples of calculations and interactive exercises.
Packed with Board-focused hints, case studies and an onlineBoard-standard MCQ test offering CME credits, this fantastic bookcovers every gastroenterology disease and
symptom you’relikely to encounter and is the perfect tool to prepare for Boardexams and certification.
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Looks at the principles and clean code, includes case studies showcasing the practices of writing clean code, and contains a list of heuristics and "smells" accumulated from the process of writing clean code.
A practical introduction to network science for students across business, cognitive science, neuroscience, sociology, biology, engineering and other disciplines.
Microbiology Multiple Choice Questions and Answers (MCQs)Quizzes & Practice Tests with Answer Key (Microbiology Worksheets & Quick Study Guide)Bushra Arshad
Crash Course – your effective every day study companion PLUS the perfect antidote for exam stress! Save time and be assured you have all the core information you need in one place to excel on your
course and achieve exam success. A winning formula now for over 15 years, each series volume has been fine tuned and fully updated, with an improved layout tailored to make your life easier. Especially
written by senior medical students or recent graduates – those who have just been in the exam situation – with all information thoroughly checked and quality assured by expert faculty advisers, the result are
books which exactly meet your needs and you know you can trust. Each provides an integrated approach to the subject by linking together topics such as anatomy, development, histology, physiology and
pharmacology. This new edition also incorporates enhanced clinical coverage, with additional material on common diseases of the gastrointestinal tract and their management, clinical assessment and
examination, common skills and further investigations. Commencing with clear 'Learning Objectives', every chapter guides you succinctly through the topic, giving full coverage of the curriculum whilst
avoiding unnecessary and often confusing detail. A fully revised self-assessment section matching the latest exam formats is also included. More than 100 illustrations present clinical, diagnostic and practical
information in an easy-to-follow manner Friendly and accessible approach to the subject makes learning especially easy Written by students for students - authors who understand exam pressures Contains
‘Hints and Tips’ boxes, and other useful aide-mémoires Succinct coverage of the subject enables ‘sharp focus’ and efficient use of time during exam preparation Contains a fully updated self-assessment
section - ideal for honing exam skills and self-testing Self-assessment section fully updated to reflect current exam requirements Contains ‘common exam pitfalls’ as advised by faculty Crash Courses also
available electronically! Online self-assessment bank also available - content edited by Dan Horton-Szar! Now celebrating over 10 years of success - Crash Course has been specially devised to help you get
through your exams with ease. Completely revised throughout, the new edition of Crash Course is perfectly tailored to meet your needs by providing everything you need to know in one place. Clearly
presented in a tried and trusted, easy-to-use, format, each book in the series gives complete coverage of the subject in a no-nonsense, user-friendly fashion. Commencing with 'Learning Objectives', each
chapter guides you succinctly through the topic, giving full coverage of the curriculum whilst avoiding unnecessary and often confusing detail. Each chapter is also supported by a full artwork programme, and
features the ever popular 'Hints and Tips' boxes as well as other useful aide-mémoires. All volumes contain an up-to-date self-assessment section which allows you to test your knowledge and hone your
exam skills. Authored by students or junior doctors - working under close faculty supervision - each volume has been prepared by someone who has recently been in the exam situation and so relates closely
to your needs. So whether you need to get out of a fix or aim for distinction Crash Course is for you!!
Preparing to Pass the FRCA: Strategies for Exam Success equips you with the skills of effective revision and time management to maximise your success. The book takes each element of the FRCA exam
and provides tips and techniques on how to approach the different types of questions, and includes worked examples with answers, so that you can undertake your revision accordingly. It will help you to
target your revision so you can cover the breadth of topics in the FRCA syllabus and ensure that you structure your revision in an efficient way, as well as helping you to approach the exam and convey your
knowledge through writing or speech correctly. Taking many common problems candidates face when preparing for this exam, the book covers motivation, effective studying, managing nerves, and
scheduling time to study amongst other commitments.
Best of Five MCQs for the Gastroenterology SCE is the first revision guide designed specifically for this new high-stakes exam. It contains 210 best of five questions with explanatory answers, each accurately
reflecting the layout of questions in the exam. The book is divided into seven subject areas, covering all the main themes of the exam, and providing a thorough assessment of the candidate's
gastroenterological knowledge. Where relevant, questions are illustrated with full colour photographs including endoscopic, radiological and histology images. Uniquely, the explanatory answers include
references to guidelines and other sources to enable candidates' further reading and study.
This second edition provides 2400 multiple choice questions on human anatomy and physiology, and some physical science, separated into 40 categories. The answer to each question is accompanied by an
explanation. Each category has an introduction to set the scene for the questions to come. However, not all possible information is provided within these Introductions, so an Anatomy and Physiology textbook
is an indispensable aid to understanding the answers. The questions have been used in end-of-semester examinations for undergraduate anatomy and physiology courses and as such reflect the focus of
these particular courses and are pitched at this level to challenge students that are beginning their training in anatomy and physiology. The question and answer combinations are intended for use by
teachers, to select questions for their next examinations, and by students, when studying for an upcoming test. Students enrolled in the courses for which these questions were written include nursing,
midwifery, paramedic, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, nutrition and dietetics, health sciences, exercise science, and students taking an anatomy and physiology course as an elective.

Providing a comprehensive yet concise guide for trainee doctors, neonatal nurses and midwives, Essential Neonatal Medicine continues to be an indispensable resource that combines the
depth and breadth of a textbook with the efficiency of a revision guide. Extensively updated and full-colour throughout, this edition includes new chapters on neonatal transport and palliative
care, as well as further content on pathophysiology and embryology, quality improvement and risk management, infection control, and non-invasive ventilation. With an improved artwork
programme and a new glossary of terms, Essential Neonatal Medicine is ideal for all trainee health professionals new to neonatology, or looking for a comprehensive aid to support them.
A single, comprehensive text covering all the MCQs required to prepare for both the Primary and Final FRCA exams.
Essentials of Clinical Immunology provides the most up-to-date, core information required to understand diseases with an immunological basis. Clinically focussed, the sixth edition of this
classic text presents theoretical and practical information in a simple yet thorough way. Essentials of Clinical Immunology covers the underlying pathophysiology, the signs and symptoms of
disease, the investigations required and guidance on the management of patients. Perfect for clinical medical students, junior doctors and medical professionals seeking a refresher in the role
of immunology in clinical medicine, this comprehensive text features fully updated clinical information, boxes with key points, real-life case histories to illustrate key concepts and an index of
contents at the start of each chapter. A companion website at www.immunologyclinic.com provides additional learning tools, including more case studies, interactive multiple-choice questions
and answers, all of the photographs and illustrations from the book, links to useful websites, and a selection of review articles from the journal Clinical and Experimental Immunology. This title
is also available as a mobile App from MedHand Mobile Libraries. Buy it now from iTunes, Google Play or the MedHand Store.
PHP Multiple Choice Questions and Answers (MCQs): Quizzes & Practice Tests with Answer Key (PHP Programming Quick Study Guide & Course Review) covers course assessment tests
for competitive exams to solve 450 MCQs. "PHP MCQ" with answers covers fundamental concepts with theoretical and analytical reasoning tests. "PHP Quiz" PDF study guide helps to
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practice test questions for exam review. "PHP Multiple Choice Questions and Answers" PDF book to download covers solved quiz questions and answers PDF on topics: Advance PHP,
advanced array functions, debugging PHP programs, examining regular expression, getting started with PHP, PHP controls structures and functions, PHP data types, PHP filesystem, PHP for
web designers, PHP gotchas, PHP math functions, PHP multidimensional arrays, PHP number handling, PHP passing variables, PHP programming basics, PHP string handling, PHP syntax
and variables, working with cookies and sessions for college and university level exams. "PHP Questions and Answers" PDF covers exam's viva, interview questions and certificate exam
preparation with answer key. PHP programming quick study guide includes terminology definitions in self-teaching guide from computer science textbooks on chapters: Advance PHP MCQs
Advanced Array Functions MCQs Debugging PHP Programs MCQs Examining Regular Expression MCQs Getting Started with PHP MCQs PHP Controls Structures and Functions MCQs
PHP Data Types MCQs PHP Filesystem MCQs PHP for Web Designers MCQs PHP Gotchas MCQs PHP Math Functions MCQs PHP Multidimensional Arrays MCQs PHP Number Handling
MCQs PHP Passing Variables MCQs PHP Programming Basics MCQs PHP String Handling MCQs PHP Syntax and Variables MCQs Working with Cookies and Sessions MCQs Multiple
choice questions and answers on advance PHP MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Object Oriented Programming (OOP), OOP and PHP, OOP styles, basic PHP constructs, introspection
functions, overriding functions, and serialization. Multiple choice questions and answers on advanced array functions MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Transformation of arrays, translation,
sorting, stacks, queues, variables, and arrays. Multiple choice questions and answers on debugging PHP programs MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Bugs, PHP error reporting and logging,
and using web server logs. Multiple choice questions and answers on examining regular expression MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Regular expressions, Perl compatible regular
expressions, advanced string function, hashing using md5, tokenizing, and parsing functions. Multiple choice questions and answers on getting started with PHP MCQ questions PDF covers
topics: HTML and PHP, PHP for java programmers, canonical PHP tags, error handling, including files, Microsoft windows and apache, PostgreSQL, and simplest weblog. Multiple choice
questions and answers on PHP controls structures and functions MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Defining PHP functions, PHP and looping, function scope, functions and variable scope,
branching, logical operators, ternary operator, and using functions. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP data types MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Assignment and coercion,
and type round up. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP filesystem MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Filesystem and directory functions, PHP file permissions, date and time
functions, file reading and writing functions, and network functions. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP for web designers MCQ questions PDF covers topics: What is PHP, major
PHP projects, PHP extensions, PHP mailing lists, creating images using GD, possible attacks, printing and output, server side scripting, and windows configuration. Multiple choice questions
and answers on PHP Gotchas MCQ questions PDF covers topics: PHP gotchas, function problems, language differences, parsing errors, rendering problems, and unbound variables. Multiple
choice questions and answers on PHP math functions MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Mathematical constants, PHP and trigonometry, arbitrary precision, base conversion, exponents,
and logarithms. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP multidimensional arrays MCQ questions PDF covers topics: what are PHP arrays, creating arrays, deleting from arrays,
iterations, multidimensional arrays, retrieving values, uses of arrays. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP number handling MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Mathematical
operator, numerical types, randomness, and simple mathematical functions. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP passing variables MCQ questions PDF covers topics: Post
arguments, PHP superglobal arrays, formatting forms variables, get arguments, and stateless http. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP programming basics MCQ questions PDF
covers topics: Understanding PHP configuration, environment variables, and variable numbers of arguments. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP string handling MCQ questions
PDF covers topics: String cleanup functions, string replacement, strings, substring selection, case functions, characters, string indexes, comparison and searching, escaping functions,
heredoc syntax, printing, and output. Multiple choice questions and answers on PHP syntax and variables MCQ questions PDF covers topics: PHP and case sensitive, PHP comments, PHP
variables, HTML and PHP, automatic type conversion, constants, output, and statements termination. Multiple choice questions and answers on working with cookies and sessions MCQ
questions PDF covers topics: Cookies, how sessions work in PHP, sessions and PHP, configuration issues, home grown alternatives, sending http headers, and simple session code.
With over 1000 questions, MCQs and EMQs in Surgery is the ideal self-assessment companion guide to Bailey & Love's Short Practice in Surgery. The book assists readers in their
preparation for examinations and to test their knowledge of the principles and practice of surgery as outlined within Bailey & Love.Sub-divided into 13 subject-s
"Microbiology covers the scope and sequence requirements for a single-semester microbiology course for non-majors. The book presents the core concepts of microbiology with a focus on
applications for careers in allied health. The pedagogical features of the text make the material interesting and accessible while maintaining the career-application focus and scientific rigor
inherent in the subject matter. Microbiology's art program enhances students' understanding of concepts through clear and effective illustrations, diagrams, and photographs. Microbiology is
produced through a collaborative publishing agreement between OpenStax and the American Society for Microbiology Press. The book aligns with the curriculum guidelines of the American
Society for Microbiology."--BC Campus website.
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning include linear algebra, analytic geometry, matrix decompositions, vector calculus, optimization, probability and
statistics. These topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses, making it hard for data science or computer science students, or professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics. This
self-contained textbook bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning texts, introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It uses these concepts to
derive four central machine learning methods: linear regression, principal component analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector machines. For students and others with a
mathematical background, these derivations provide a starting point to machine learning texts. For those learning the mathematics for the first time, the methods help build intuition and
practical experience with applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes worked examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are offered on the book's web
site.

Microbiology Multiple Choice Questions and Answers (MCQs): Quizzes & Practice Tests with Answer Key PDF (Microbiology Worksheets & Quick Study Guide) covers exam
review worksheets for problem solving with 600 solved MCQs. "Microbiology MCQ" with answers covers basic concepts, theory and analytical assessment tests. "Microbiology
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Quiz" PDF book helps to practice test questions from exam prep notes. Microbiology quick study guide provides 600 verbal, quantitative, and analytical reasoning solved past
papers MCQs. "Microbiology Multiple Choice Questions and Answers" PDF download, a book covers solved quiz questions and answers on chapters: Basic mycology,
classification of medically important bacteria, classification of viruses, clinical virology, drugs and vaccines, genetics of bacterial cells, genetics of viruses, growth of bacterial
cells, host defenses and laboratory diagnosis, normal flora and major pathogens, parasites, pathogenesis, sterilization and disinfectants, structure of bacterial cells, structure of
viruses, vaccines, antimicrobial and drugs mechanism worksheets for college and university revision guide. "Microbiology Quiz Questions and Answers" PDF download with free
sample test covers beginner's questions and mock tests with exam workbook answer key. Microbiology MCQs book, a quick study guide from textbooks and lecture notes
provides exam practice tests. "Microbiology Worksheets" PDF with answers covers exercise problem solving in self-assessment workbook from microbiology textbooks with
following worksheets: Worksheet 1: Basic Mycology MCQs Worksheet 2: Classification of Medically important Bacteria MCQs Worksheet 3: Classification of Viruses MCQs
Worksheet 4: Clinical Virology MCQs Worksheet 5: Drugs and Vaccines MCQs Worksheet 6: Genetics of Bacterial Cells MCQs Worksheet 7: Genetics of Viruses MCQs
Worksheet 8: Growth of Bacterial Cells MCQs Worksheet 9: Host Defenses and Laboratory Diagnosis MCQs Worksheet 10: Normal Flora and Major Pathogens MCQs
Worksheet 11: Parasites MCQs Worksheet 12: Pathogenesis MCQs Worksheet 13: Sterilization and Disinfectants MCQs Worksheet 14: Structure of Bacterial Cells MCQs
Worksheet 15: Structure of Viruses MCQs Worksheet 16: Vaccines, Antimicrobial and Drugs Mechanism MCQs Practice Basic Mycology MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ
test questions: Mycology, cutaneous and subcutaneous mycoses, opportunistic mycoses, structure and growth of fungi, and systemic mycoses. Practice Classification of
Medically Important Bacteria MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Human pathogenic bacteria. Practice Classification of Viruses MCQ PDF with answers to
solve MCQ test questions: Virus classification, and medical microbiology. Practice Clinical Virology MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Clinical virology,
arbovirus, DNA enveloped viruses, DNA non-enveloped viruses, general microbiology, hepatitis virus, human immunodeficiency virus, minor viral pathogens, RNA enveloped
viruses, RNA non-enveloped viruses, slow viruses and prions, and tumor viruses. Practice Drugs and Vaccines MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Antiviral
drugs, antiviral medications, basic virology, and laboratory diagnosis. Practice Genetics of Bacterial Cells MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Bacterial
genetics, transfer of DNA within and between bacterial cells. Practice Genetics of Viruses MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Gene and gene therapy, and
replication in viruses. Practice Growth of Bacterial Cells MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Bacterial growth cycle. Practice Host Defenses and Laboratory
Diagnosis MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Defenses mechanisms, and bacteriological methods. Practice Normal Flora and Major Pathogens MCQ PDF
with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Normal flora andir anatomic location in humans, normal flora and their anatomic location in humans, minor bacterial pathogens, major
pathogens, actinomycetes, chlamydiae, gram negative cocci, gram negative rods related to animals, gram negative rods related to enteric tract, gram negative rods related to
respiratory tract, gram positive cocci, gram positive rods, mycobacteria, mycoplasma, rickettsiae, and spirochetes. Practice Parasites MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test
questions: Parasitology, blood tissue protozoa, cestodes, intestinal and urogenital protozoa, minor protozoan pathogens, nematodes, and trematodes. Practice Pathogenesis
MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Pathogenesis, portal of pathogens entry, bacterial diseases transmitted by food, insects and animals, host defenses,
important modes of transmission, and types of bacterial infections. Practice Sterilization and Disinfectants MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Clinical
bacteriology, chemical agents, and physical agents. Practice Structure of Bacterial Cells MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: General structure of bacteria,
bacterial structure, basic bacteriology, shape, and size of bacteria. Practice Structure of Viruses MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Size and shape of virus.
Practice Vaccines, Antimicrobial and Drugs Mechanism MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Mechanism of action, and vaccines.
An invaluable revision aid for those preparing for multiple choice questions in clinical pharmacy. Questions in this textbook are practice-oriented and are intended to assess
students' knowledge of clinical issues, evaluative and analytical skills, and ability to apply their knowledge in clinical practice. Topics covered include: * Therapeutics and rational
drug use * Aetiology of disease states * Presentation of conditions * Investigations and diagnostic testing * Drug therapy including adverse drug reactions * Drug interactions *
Contra-indications The questions are presented as four practice tests, each consisting of 80 MCQs presented in a variety of formats. MCQs in Clinical Pharmacy is an
indispensable aid for anyone preparing to sit a multiple choice question examination in pharmacy and for those carrying out a self-evaluation exercise for continuing professional
development.
This pocket guide is the perfect on-the-job companion to Git, the distributed version control system. It provides a compact, readable introduction to Git for new users, as well as a
reference to common commands and procedures for those of you with Git experience. Written for Git version 1.8.2, this handy task-oriented guide is organized around the basic
version control functions you need, such as making commits, fixing mistakes, merging, and searching history. Examine the state of your project at earlier points in time Learn the
basics of creating and making changes to a repository Create branches so many people can work on a project simultaneously Merge branches and reconcile the changes among
them Clone an existing repository and share changes with push/pull commands Examine and change your repository’s commit history Access remote repositories, using
different network protocols Get recipes for accomplishing a variety of common tasks
With this practical book, AI and machine learning practitioners will learn how to successfully build and deploy data science projects on Amazon Web Services. The Amazon AI
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and machine learning stack unifies data science, data engineering, and application development to help level upyour skills. This guide shows you how to build and run pipelines
in the cloud, then integrate the results into applications in minutes instead of days. Throughout the book, authors Chris Fregly and Antje Barth demonstrate how to reduce cost
and improve performance. Apply the Amazon AI and ML stack to real-world use cases for natural language processing, computer vision, fraud detection, conversational devices,
and more Use automated machine learning to implement a specific subset of use cases with SageMaker Autopilot Dive deep into the complete model development lifecycle for a
BERT-based NLP use case including data ingestion, analysis, model training, and deployment Tie everything together into a repeatable machine learning operations pipeline
Explore real-time ML, anomaly detection, and streaming analytics on data streams with Amazon Kinesis and Managed Streaming for Apache Kafka Learn security best practices
for data science projects and workflows including identity and access management, authentication, authorization, and more
CliffsNotes AP Biology 2021 Exam gives you exactly what you need to score a 5 on the exam: concise chapter reviews on every AP Biology subject, in-depth laboratory
investigations, and full-length model practice exams to prepare you for the May 2021 exam. Revised to even better reflect the new AP Biology exam, this test-prep guide includes
updated content tailored to the May 2021 exam. Features of the guide focus on what AP Biology test-takers need to score high on the exam: Reviews of all subject areas Indepth coverage of the all-important laboratory investigations Two full-length model practice AP Biology exams Every review chapter includes review questions and answers to
pinpoint problem areas.
Extensively revised and updated, this fourth edition of Physiology at a Glance continues to provide a thorough introduction to human physiology, covering a wealth of topics in a
comprehensive yet succinct manner. This concise guide breaks this often complex subject down into its core components, dealing with structures of the body from the cellular
level to composite systems. New to this edition are three chapters on cell signalling, thermoregulation, and altitude and aerospace physiology, as well as a glossary of terms to
aid medical, dental, health science and biomedical students at all levels of their training. Featuring clear, full-colour illustrations, memorable data tables, and easy-to-read text,
Physiology at a Glance is ideal as both a revision guide and as a resource to assist basic understanding of key concepts.
This volume provides an introduction to medicinal chemistry. It covers basic principles and background, and describes the general tactics and strategies involved in developing
an effective drug.
Paediatrics at a Glance provides an introduction to paediatrics and the problems encountered in child health as they present in primary, community and secondary care, from birth through to adolescence.
Thoroughly updated to reflect changes in understanding of childhood illness over the last 5 years, the 4th edition of this best-selling textbook diagrammatically summarises the main differential diagnoses for
each presenting symptom, while accompanying text covers important disorders and conditions as well as management information. Paediatrics at a Glance: • Is an accessible, user-friendly guide to the entire
paediatric curriculum • Features expanded coverage of psychological issues and ethics in child health • Includes more on advances in genetics, screening and therapy of childhood illness • Contains new
videos of procedures and concepts on the companion website • Includes a brand new chapter on Palliative Care - an emerging area in the specialty • Features full colour artwork throughout • Includes a
companion website at www.ataglanceseries.com/paediatrics featuring interactive self-assessment case studies, MCQs, videos of the procedures and concepts covered in the book, and links to online
resources Paediatrics at a Glance is the ideal companion for anyone about to start a paediatric attachment or module and will appeal to medical students, junior doctors and GP trainees as well as nursing
students and other health professionals.
Anatomy for Dental Students, Fourth Edition, demonstrates and explains all the anatomy needed for a modern dentistry undergraduate course. This text covers developmental anatomy, the thorax, the central
nervous system, and the head and neck with an emphasis on the practical application of anatomical knowledge. This new edition has been extensively revised and updated in line with contemporary teaching
and dental practice. Over 300 new full colour diagrams map all the anatomical regions that dental students need to know, while the lively and accessible text guides the reader's learning. Throughout Clinical
Application Boxes demonstrate how the form and function of anatomy have consequences for clinical practice. Side-lines boxes contain additional descriptions for key anatomical structures. This text is
supported by an Online Resource Centre with multiple choice questions, drag and drop figure exercises, and links to key resources to help readers to consolidate and extend their knowledge of anatomy.
Anatomy for Dental Students brings together anatomical structure, function, and their relationship to clinical practice, making ideal for today's dental students.
• What causes hypertension in children? • Is it common for epileptic patients to have post-ictal vomiting? If so, how often does this occur? • Why is the incidence of parkinsonism less common in smokers? •
What is the role of urine examination in diabetic control? Where do you turn to when you have a difficult medical question that needs answering? The ‘Ask the Author’ online feature from the best-selling
textbook Kumar & Clark’s Clinical Medicine has collected a wealth of questions and comments directly from medical students and doctors about topics that are of particular interest or difficulty to them. Kumar
and Clark have brought together over 1000 of the questions they have been asked along with their answers. It will appeal to the many fans of Kumar & Clark, from first-year students to practising doctors, and
will provide a useful and interesting sounding board to help ensure best practice. This unique book will provide you with a quick and easy way to discover the answers to your own medical questions...! The
writing style is appealing and conversational, designed to entertain as well as instruct. Carries the ‘Kumar & Clark’ stamp of authority. All questions fully indexed for ease of reference. Covers topics that are
easily misunderstood in medicine – good preparation for medical students, senior house officers/interns and specialists in training/residents preparing for written or oral exams.
The significantly expanded and updated new edition of a widely used text on reinforcement learning, one of the most active research areas in artificial intelligence. Reinforcement learning, one of the most
active research areas in artificial intelligence, is a computational approach to learning whereby an agent tries to maximize the total amount of reward it receives while interacting with a complex, uncertain
environment. In Reinforcement Learning, Richard Sutton and Andrew Barto provide a clear and simple account of the field's key ideas and algorithms. This second edition has been significantly expanded and
updated, presenting new topics and updating coverage of other topics. Like the first edition, this second edition focuses on core online learning algorithms, with the more mathematical material set off in
shaded boxes. Part I covers as much of reinforcement learning as possible without going beyond the tabular case for which exact solutions can be found. Many algorithms presented in this part are new to the
second edition, including UCB, Expected Sarsa, and Double Learning. Part II extends these ideas to function approximation, with new sections on such topics as artificial neural networks and the Fourier
basis, and offers expanded treatment of off-policy learning and policy-gradient methods. Part III has new chapters on reinforcement learning's relationships to psychology and neuroscience, as well as an
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updated case-studies chapter including AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero, Atari game playing, and IBM Watson's wagering strategy. The final chapter discusses the future societal impacts of reinforcement
learning.
Medical-Surgical Nursing at a Glance is the perfect companion for study and revision for nursing and healthcare students from the publishers of the market-leading at a Glance series. This easy-to-read,
accessible guide brings together all the key principles of caring for patients with medical and surgical needs. Highly visual, each topic is covered in one two-page spread, making it easy to quickly read up on
key information and grasp the essentials of the key aspects of caring for the adult patient. A clear and accessible foundation of the need to know aspects of medicine and surgery for nurses Takes a systems
approach exploring nursing care of key medical and surgical conditions and disorders Covers assessment, nutrition, pain, infection control Supported by a companion website with over 300 interactive multiple
choice questions Provides need-to-know information in a quick-reference format Written from a UK perspective, with application to clinical practice A companion website is available at
www.ataglanceseries.com/nursing/medsurg featuring interactive multiple choice questions Medical-Surgical Nursing at a Glance is ideal for nursing students looking for a clear and visual summary of care of
the adult patient.
This handy self-assessment paperback contains over 500 multiple-choice-questions to help readers evaluate their understanding of introductory level human biology. Fully indexed, with helpful explanations
given throughout the answer section, the book will be ideal for students of nursing and allied health professions, biomedical and paramedical science, operating department practice, and complementary
therapy and massage therapy. Over 500 MCQs support revision and learning Ideal for individual use or in an informal group setting Perfect prior to exams and/or for use during ‘placement breaks’ or ‘on the
move’!
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